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In experimental science, organisms are usually stud-
ied in isolation, but in the wild, they compete and
cooperate in complex communities. We report a
system for cross-kingdom communication by which
bacteria heritably transform yeast metabolism. An
ancientbiological circuitblocksyeast fromusingother
carbon sources in the presence of glucose. [GAR+],
a protein-based epigenetic element, allows yeast to
circumvent this ‘‘glucose repression’’ andusemultiple
carbon sources in the presence of glucose. Some
bacteria secrete a chemical factor that induces
[GAR+]. [GAR+] is advantageous to bacteria because
yeast cells make less ethanol and is advantageous
to yeast because their growth and long-term viability
is improved in complex carbon sources. This cross-
kingdom communication is broadly conserved,
providing a compelling argument for its adaptive
value. By heritably transforming growth and survival
strategies in response to the selective pressures of
life in a biological community, [GAR+] presents a
unique example of Lamarckian inheritance.
INTRODUCTION
When glucose is present, an ancient biological circuit in yeast
cells turns off pathways for the utilization of other carbon sources(Johnston, 1999). Many organisms possess such catabolite
repression mechanisms (Go¨rke and Stu¨lke, 2008; Stu¨lke
and Hillen, 2000). However, in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, this
repression is especially stringent (Gancedo, 1998). Indeed, the
extreme nature of this trait has led to man’s exploitation of yeast
for converting sugar into ethanol (Mortimer, 2000). We recently
identified a prion, [GAR+], that bypasses this quintessential
feature of yeast metabolism (Brown and Lindquist, 2009), allow-
ing cells to utilize glycerol as a carbon source even in the pres-
ence of glucose.
Prions are proteins with the unusual ability to stably adoptmul-
tiple conformations, at least one of which is self-perpetuating
(Shorter and Lindquist, 2005). This provides the basis for a para-
digm-shiftingmodeof inheritance: biological traits that are based
on self-templating changes in protein structures rather than on
changes in nucleic acid sequence (Halfmann and Lindquist,
2010; Prusiner, 1982). The [GAR+] prion is named for its ability
to bypass glucose-associated repression. The brackets denote
[GAR+]’s characteristic cytoplasmic pattern of inheritance, the
italics reference its function as a genetic element, and the capital
letters signify its dominance in genetic crosses. In [GAR+] cells,
a small fraction of the major plasma membrane proton pump,
Pma1, adopts an altered conformation and forms a complex
with Std1, a less abundant protein involved in glucose signaling
(Brown and Lindquist, 2009). Std1 overexpression increases
the frequency of [GAR+] appearance nearly 1,000-fold, and
Pma1 and Std1 together are necessary for its inheritance.
Because Pma1 is a ten-pass transmembrane protein, the large
oligomeric complexes that it forms with Std1 have been difficult
to precisely characterize physically, but unlike other well-knownCell 158, 1083–1093, August 28, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 1083
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Figure 1. S. hominis Induces a Stable
Circumvention of Glucose Repression
(A) Growth of S. hominis adjacent to [gar]
S. cerevisiae on Gly + GlcN plates induces the
yeast cells to acquire a glucosamine-resistant
trait. Both organisms are plated in 5-fold serial
dilutions.
(B) This trait is stable after hundreds of genera-
tions of growth on nonselective media followed
by retesting on Gly + GlcN plates (top).
See also Table S1.prions, they do not appear to be amyloid in character. However,
[GAR+] exhibits the other defining features of a prion: the pheno-
type it confers (1) is dominant in genetic crosses, (2) is inherited in
a non-Mendelian fashion through meiosis, (3) is transferred to
mating partners without the exchange of nuclei, (4) does not
involve themitochondrial genome, and (5) has amolecular chap-
erone protein (in this caseHsp70) involved in its propagation from
one generation to the next (Brown and Lindquist, 2009). Thus,
[GAR+] behaves as a prion—a self-templating, protein-based
element of epigenetic inheritance.
We have previously hypothesized (Halfmann and Lindquist,
2010; Shorter and Lindquist, 2005; True and Lindquist, 2000)
that prions and prion-like epigenetic elements might serve
sophisticated bet-hedging functions. In brief, microorganisms
face the constant challenge of fluctuating conditions in their nat-
ural environments. The prion conformations of diverse proteins
appear in yeast populations at low spontaneous rates. When
theydo, their self-perpetuating changes in protein function create
new epigenetic traits. If such traits happen to be detrimental in a
particular environment, only those few individuals in the popula-
tion that haveconverted to theprionstatewouldbe lost.However,
if the trait happens to be beneficial, it would allow cells to persist
when they might otherwise perish. Cells can lose these epige-
netic states spontaneously, providing a complementary survival
advantage if the environment should change to disfavor them.
Finally, the intrinsic linkbetweenenvironmental stress andprotein
homeostasis increases the rates at which these epigenetic states
are gained and lost precisely when cells are ill suited to their envi-
ronments (Tyedmers et al., 2008; Newnam et al., 2011; Chernova
et al., 2011; Holmes et al., 2013; Cox et al., 1988). Thus, prions
would afford a natural route for cells to diversify their phenotypes
exactly when such diversity might be most beneficial.
The common presence of prions in wild strains of yeast (Half-
mannetal., 2012) and their ability tocreatecomplexadaptive traits
(Holmes et al., 2013; Halfmann et al., 2012; True and Lindquist,
2000) argue in favor of this notion.Mathematical modelswith real-
istic assumptions of prion-switching rates and distributions of
fitness effects provide additional support (Lancaster et al., 2010;
Griswold and Masel, 2009; Jarosz et al., 2014 [this issue of
Cell]). However, it must be admitted that our understanding of
the risks and benefits that such heritable epigenetic traits confer
is still primitive. Here we take advantage of genetic, biochemical,
and ecological approaches to investigate such questions for
[GAR+]. We find that [GAR+] is induced by cross-kingdom chemi-
cal communication between yeast and diverse bacteria. This
prion-based social interaction confers strong adaptive advan-1084 Cell 158, 1083–1093, August 28, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.tages to both organisms and is evolutionarily conserved. Thus,
chemical induction of [GAR+] provides an unprecedentedmecha-
nism to govern the appearance of new heritable traits in response
to the dynamics of life in a biological community.
RESULTS
S. hominis Induces a Heritable Change in Yeast Carbon
Utilization
When glucose is present, yeast cells turn off pathways required
for the utilization of other carbon sources such as glycerol (John-
ston, 1999). This is conveniently demonstrated in the laboratory
by the cells’ inability to grow on glycerol medium when it con-
tains trace quantities of nonmetabolizable glucose mimetics
such as glucosamine (GlcN) (Kunz and Ball, 1977). Even when
present in very small quantities, GlcN completely prevents cells
from growing on glycerol (Ball et al., 1976; Kunz and Ball, 1977).
When cells harbor the epigenetic prion element known as
[GAR+], they circumvent glucose repression of growth on glyc-
erol. The prion therefore allows them to grow robustly on glycerol
in the presence of glucosamine (GLY + GlcN; Brown and Lind-
quist, 2009; Kunz and Ball, 1977).
Through a serendipitous accident, we discovered that bacte-
ria have the capacity to induce this epigenetic element in yeast.
When yeast cells were plated onto GLY + GlcN, we noticed a cir-
cle of growth surrounding a contaminating bacterial colony. The
yeast cells could grow on GLY + GlcN when re-streaked to fresh
medium (data not shown). We then directly tested the ability of
this contaminant, Staphylococcus hominis, to induce yeast to
grow on suchmedia (Figure 1A). We first spotted S. hominis cells
in a row across the top of a GLY +GlcN plate. Beneath this row of
bacterial cells, we plated identical rows of naive yeast cells in
5-fold serial dilutions. When S. hominiswas present on the plate,
many yeast cells grew into colonies (Figure 1A), and their growth
followed a strict spatial gradient in proportion to their distance
from the bacteria. On control GLY + GlcN plates, virtually no col-
onies grew.
This suggests that the bacteria produced a diffusible factor
that allowed yeast cells to circumvent glucose repression. To
determine whether this bacterial factor had simply influenced
the metabolism of nearby yeast cells in a transient way or had
induced a stable heritable [GAR+]-like trait, we isolated multiple
colonies from such plates for further analysis. We propagated
the cells for hundreds of generations on glycerol media without
glucosamine and without bacteria. We then transferred them
back to GLY + GlcN media. Through all these doublings, in the
naive [gar-] strain
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Figure 2. S. hominis Induces the [GAR+]
Prion
(A) The GlcN-resistant trait induced by S. hominis
has the same dominant, non-Mendelian pattern of
inheritance as spontaneous [GAR+] in genetic
crosses to [gar] strains.
(B) Both the [GAR+] prion and the GlcN-resistant
trait induced by S. hominis can be lost by transient
reductions in Hsp70 activity caused by expression
of a plasmid-borne dominant-negative variant
(K69M) of the Ssa1 protein.
See also Figures S1 and S2.absence of any direct selective pressures from GlcN or bacteria,
the yeast cells retained their ability to circumvent glucose repres-
sion (Figure 1B).
Bacterial Induction of the Epigenetic Trait Occurs in
Diverse Yeast Strains
We tested whether the ability of yeast to respond to this bacterial
signal and acquire the ability to grow on glycerol in the presence
of GlcN is broadly distributed. We assembled a panel of 15
genetically diverse yeast strains from distinct wild origins:
wine, beer, sake, soil, oak, and infected human patients (Table
S1). Collectively, these strains harbor at least 100,000 polymor-
phisms (Schacherer et al., 2009; Liti et al., 2009). We grew each
of these strains to mid-exponential phase and plated them in
5-fold serial dilutions adjacent to rows of bacteria (S. hominis)
on GLY + GlcN plates. In each strain, this exposure induced in
some cells a heritable capacity to circumvent glucose repression
on glycerol (Table S1). Thus, this cross-kingdom communication
between bacteria and yeast has been broadly conserved over
the evolutionary history of the species.
The Heritable Change in Metabolism Is due to Induction
of [GAR+]
The large number of yeast cells that heritably changed their
growth properties in response to nearby bacteria made it highly
unlikely that this trait arose from genetic mutations. Accordingly,
we asked whether the bacteria might be inducing the de novo
appearance of the spontaneous epigenetic element we have
previously described as [GAR+]. To do so, we asked whether
the bacterially induced trait had the same highly unusual inheri-
tance features that are characteristic of [GAR+]. These featuresCell 158, 1083–1093,derive from the fact that [GAR+] and other
prions self-perpetuate changes in protein
conformation. First, when a [PRION+] cell
is mated to a [prion] cell, the prion
conformation propagates to proteins of
the same type in mating partners and
therefore manifests as a dominant trait.
Second, because the trait is not based
on mutations in DNA, it segregates in
a non-Mendelian fashion to progeny in
meiosis. Third, the maintenance of prions
depends upon the continuous activity
of chaperone proteins, which guide thefolding of other proteins and thereby govern the self-perpetua-
tion of prion conformations.
In genetic crosses, the trait that was induced by S. hominis to
allow growth on GLY + GlcN was, indeed, dominant. That is, the
diploids that were formed by mating such cells to naive [gar]
cells had the ability to grow on GLY + GlcN. Moreover, this trait
was inherited in a non-Mendelian fashion and was transmitted to
all the progeny of meiosis (Figure 2).
Virtually all mammalian and fungal prions can propagate as
distinct strains with ‘‘strong’’ and ‘‘weak’’ phenotypes (these
are based on differences in the nature of the self-perpetuating
protein template). In our experience, however, [GAR+] is unique
in that both mating and meiosis destabilize the element and
spark the diversification of strong and weak prion phenotypes
(Brown and Lindquist, 2009). Indeed, with the bacterially induced
trait, freshly created diploids gave rise to mixed populations of
strong and weak strains: some cells grew robustly and devel-
oped into large colonies, and others grewmore slowly and devel-
oped into small colonies. These strong and weak bacterially
induced phenotypes propagated faithfully during subsequent
mitotic divisions. After meiosis, however, although all progeny in-
herited the ability to grow on GLY + GlcN, they also displayed
strong and weak phenotypes (Figure 2A). Thus, S. hominis
induced an epigenetic element with the same highly unusual pat-
terns of inheritance as [GAR+].
Among the prions characterized to date, [GAR+] is also unique
in its chaperone requirements. Instead of requiring the contin-
uous maintenance of Hsp104 activities, it requires the contin-
uous maintenance of high levels of Hsp70 function (Brown and
Lindquist, 2009). To determine whether the bacterially induced
trait had this same dependence on Hsp70, we made use of aAugust 28, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 1085
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Figure 3. S. hominis Induces [GAR+] via a
Diffusible Factor
Exposure to S. hominis-conditioned medium for
4 hr leads to a large induction of the [GAR+] prion.
Control ‘‘mock’’-treated cells showed no such ef-
fect. The small number of colonies that do appear
matches the frequency of spontaneous [GAR+]
appearance in this W303 strain. Ten-fold serial
dilutions are plated on GLY + GlcN medium. See
also Table S2.dominant-negative point mutant that has been well character-
ized in many eukaryotes (Hsp70(K69M); Newmyer and Schmid,
2001). We transformed cells with a plasmid expressing this
variant from a constitutive promoter, passaged the colonies
three times on selective media, and then relaxed this selection
to obtain cells that had lost the plasmid (Figure 2B). The transient
inhibition of Hsp70 function cured cells of the epigenetic trait.
Importantly, although this same regimen cures cells of [GAR+]
(Figure 2B), it does not affect the transmission of genetic muta-
tions that circumvent glucose repression (Brown and Lindquist,
2009). Finally, we tested whether the bacterially induced trait
could be cured by transient inhibition of Hsp104. It was not (Fig-
ure S1). We conclude that the heritable transformation of yeast
metabolism induced by S. hominis is due to the induction of an
element indistinguishable from [GAR+].
The Prion-Inducing Activity of S. hominis Is Selective
for [GAR+]
Does this interaction between bacteria and yeast lead to a gen-
eral induction of prion switching? To test this, we grewS. hominis
in coculture with yeast cells harboring a well-studied reporter for
the [PSI+] prion. This protein-based epigenetic element, formed
by self-templating conformational changes in the Sup35 transla-
tion termination factor, leads to stop codon read-through. Many
environmental stresses increase the rates of switching into and
out of this prion state, owing to its reliance on protein homeosta-
sis networks for propagation from one generation to the next
(Tyedmers et al., 2008). However, coculture with S. hominis did
not induce [PSI+] above background levels in any of our experi-
ments (Figure S2). Coculture with S. hominis also had no effect
on the acquisition of [MOT3+] prion, which appeared at a fre-
quency of 104 in each case (Alberti et al., 2009; Holmes
et al., 2013). Thus, S. hominis does not appear to simply cause
a general increase in prion induction but rather specifically
induces [GAR+].
[GAR+] Is Induced by Inter-Kingdom Chemical
Communication
The steep spatial gradient of [GAR+] induction on agar plates
suggested that it was mediated by a diffusible factor. We inves-1086 Cell 158, 1083–1093, August 28, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.tigated the nature of this inducing factor
by exposing yeast cells that did not
contain the prion, [gar] cells, to filter-
sterilized medium in which inducing
bacteria had been grown (Figure 3). Yeast
cells were then pelleted, washed, andplated onto selective GLY + GlcN media. Transient exposure
to conditioned medium greatly increased the number of [GAR+]
colonies that appeared on such plates (Figure 3). This was true
even after very short exposures (1–4 hr). Thus, conditioned me-
dium did not simply enrich for the growth of pre-existing [GAR+]
yeast cells but induced its de novo appearance.
We asked whether [GAR+] induction was due to a change in
pH of the medium or the presence of small molecules previously
known to mediate cell-to-cell communication in microbes such
as acyl-homoserine lactones (Ng and Bassler, 2009), farnesols
(Hogan et al., 2004), or 2-phenylethanol (Chen and Fink, 2006).
It was not (Table S2). Moreover, the inducing activity was stable
to boiling, to extreme changes in pH, to repeated freeze/thaw cy-
cles, and to exhaustive protease, RNase, and DNase digestion.
Inducing activity could be recovered in the flow-through from
3 kDa filters. Further, it could be lyophilized and extracted into
polar organic solvents such as methylene chloride (Table S2)
and partially fractionated by reverse-phase chromatography,
although much of the activity was lost during fractionation.
When we analyzed the partially active fractions that we did
recover by mass spectrometry, they were chemically complex.
Because biologically active natural products often involve multi-
ple compounds and completely novel chemistries that are very
difficult to unravel (Chen et al., 2002), identification of the
inducing agent(s) will require a more extended analysis. None-
theless, our data establish that bacteria can induce a heritable,
epigenetic change in yeast metabolism via a highly robust, but
previously unrecognized, form of chemical communication.
Evolutionarily Diverse Bacteria Can Induce [GAR+]
Next we askedwhether the secretion of a [GAR+]-inducing factor
was an idiosyncratic property of S. hominis. We assembled wild
isolates of evolutionarily and ecologically diverse bacterial spe-
cies and asked whether they also secreted a diffusible factor
that allowed yeast cells to grow on GLY + GlcN media (Table
S3). Remarkably, 30 percent of the bacteria we tested had this
capacity (Figure 4; Table S3).
To quantitatively compare the induction capacity of diverse
bacteria, we first grew them to saturation. The bacterial cultures
were then spotted next to 5-fold serial dilutions of yeast. Different
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Figure 4. [GAR+]-Inducing Capacity Is Shared among Many Bacteria
(A) Yeast cells (as the second row in Figure 1A) can be induced to acquire [GAR+] by many bacteria and with a wide range of efficiencies.
(B) Clustering of sequenced, inducing bacteria (and their closest noninducing relatives) by 16S RNA sequence does not reveal conservation of inducing capacity
by clade. Bright red dots represent strains that strongly induce [GAR+]; light red dots represent strains with intermediate inducing ability; gray dots represent
strains with weak or no inducing ability.
See also Figure S3 and Tables S3, S4, S5, and S6.bacterial species induced the trait with different efficiencies (Fig-
ure 4; Table S3). The bacteria did not simply reduce the strength
of selection on GLY + GlcN. Cells that did not grow into a colony
arrested after 1–3 divisions on GLY + GlcN both when grown
alone and when grown near inducing bacteria (Figure S3).
Remarkably, growth in the vicinity of some bacterial species
increased the frequency at which the trait appeared >10,000-
fold over its spontaneous frequency (e.g., for ‘‘strong inducers’’
in Figure 4A). The strong inducers Listeria innocua, Sinorhi-
zobium meliloti, and Bacillus megaterium did not alter the fre-
quency of [PSI+] or [MOT3+] appearance (106 for [PSI+] and
104 for [MOT3+]). Inducing bacteria included both Gram-pos-
itive and Gram-negative organisms and, within these groups, did
not cluster by clade (Figure 4B).
Although there was no evident phylogenetic relationship
among inducing bacteria, we did note a striking ecological rela-
tionship among some of the strongest prion-inducing bacteria.
Vintners have characterized the bacterial species that are
commonly found in arrested wine fermentations (Boulton et al.,
1996)—fermentations that they classify as ‘‘unsuccessful.’’
Increased numbers of bacterial cells, and a much greater diver-
sity of species, are hallmarks of these unsuccessful fermenta-
tions. We tested seven bacterial strains from such arrested
fermentations for inducing activity. Four of the seven had an un-
usually strong induction capacity (Table S3). These included
evolutionarily diverse bacterial species, such as Pediococcus
damnosus and Lactobacillus kunkeei.
To determine whether the induced ability to grow on GLY +
GlcN media was due to the de novo appearance of [GAR+], we
examined the heritability of this trait in colonies from 20 induc-
tions employing diverse bacterial species (Table S3). We
passaged the yeast colonies for hundreds of generations onglucose medium in the absence of bacteria (and without GlcN)
and then returned them to selective GLY + GlcN plates. All cells
we tested maintained the ability to circumvent glucose repres-
sion, establishing the long-term, stable inheritance of this trait.
We further characterized the genetic behavior of five representa-
tive yeast strains, again choosing strains in which the trait had
been induced by bacteria with diverse evolutionary origins
(Staphylococcus gallinarium, Escherichia coli, Bacillus subtilis,
Sinorhizobium meliloti, and Listeria innocua). In all of these
strains, the ability to grow on GLY + GlcN medium showed
the same highly unusual patterns of inheritance characteristic
of [GAR+] (Table S3). Specifically, the trait was dominant and
exhibited non-Mendelian inheritance to progeny of meiosis.
Thus, the ability to induce [GAR+] is broadly distributed among
bacteria.
Distinct Pathways Drive Spontaneous and Bacterial
Induction of [GAR+]
To identify yeast genes that are involved in perceiving the
inducing signal and transmuting it into a new heritable trait, we
performed a genome-wide screen. We employed a library of
4,848 isogenic yeast strains containing precise deletions of virtu-
ally all nonessential open reading frames (ORFs) in the genome
(Winzeler et al., 1999). Using robotic pinning, we interspersed
rows of such yeast mutants with rows of S. hominis and grew
them on GLY + GlcN plates. We identified 60 yeast mutants
that reduced [GAR+] induction (Table S4) and 30 that enhanced
it (Table S5).
Most notably, proteins encoded by each of these gene sets
were strongly enriched for interaction with Pma1 (p < 0.01;
Chi-square test), the major plasma membrane protein that we
have previously reported to be a critical component in theCell 158, 1083–1093, August 28, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 1087
spontaneous appearance of [GAR+] (Brown andLindquist, 2009).
However, therewas otherwise little intersection amongpathways
that affected the bacterial induction of [GAR+] and those we pre-
viously found to influence its spontaneous appearance (Brown
and Lindquist, 2009). Hence, although the systems for the spon-
taneous appearance of [GAR+] and its bacterial induction inter-
sect at a common node, they are highly distinct.
The Induction of [GAR+] in Yeast Confers Selective
Advantages to Bacteria
What change in yeast metabolism conferred by [GAR+] might
drive the maintenance of this form of chemical communication
by bacteria? The only substantial difference in gene expression
we have detected between [GAR+] and [gar] yeast cells is an
40-fold reduction in the transcription of HXT3, a hexose trans-
porter (Brown and Lindquist, 2009; Table S6; Extended Experi-
mental Procedures). We therefore used a fluorescent glucose
analog to ask whether glucose uptake was reduced in [GAR+]
cells. It was not (see Extended Experimental Procedures). This
was not surprising, given that yeast have many hexose trans-
porters (Ozcan and Johnston, 1999). However, HXT3 mutants
have a unique influence on fermentation kinetics and ethanol
production, separate and apart from their effects on glucose up-
take (Karpel et al., 2008). Given that bacteria found in arrested
wine fermentations had a particularly strong [GAR+] induction
capacity, we wondered whether [GAR+] might reduce the pro-
duction of ethanol by yeast. If so, the reduced ethanol and resid-
ual sugar might provide more favorable conditions for bacterial
growth.
Indeed, although [GAR+] and [gar] strains grew at similar rates
in YPD (Figure 5A) laboratory glucose medium, [GAR+] cells pro-
duced substantially less ethanol (Figure 5B). This result also held
true in Chardonnay grape juice (Figure 5C). Next, we determined
the concentration of ethanol that is toxic to the bacteria that have
the capacity to induce [GAR+]. In exposures ranging from 1 to
72 hr, with concentrations of ethanol that are typically reached
in [GAR+] cultures, the prion-inducing bacteria we examined
tended togrowwell.With theconcentrations of ethanol produced
by [gar] cultures, they tended to grow poorly (Table S3).
The Induction of [GAR+] Confers Selective Advantages
to Yeast
Why would yeast maintain a complex genetic network to
respond to bacteria by switching to [GAR+], given that the bacte-
ria in their environment might exploit this switch to their advan-
tage? To answer this question, we investigated what advantages
[GAR+] might confer to yeast cells. We first asked whether
[GAR+] would allow cells to circumvent glucose repression in
carbon sources other than glycerol. To provide a stable nonme-
tabolizable glucose signal, we again employed a low concentra-
tion of the glucose mimetic GlcN. Inclusion of GlcN prevented
naive [gar] yeast cells from metabolizing all of these carbon
sources. In every case, however, [GAR+] allowed yeast cells to
circumvent glucose repression (Figure 5D).
In nature, yeast cells generally do not grow on pure carbon
sources (and, of course, they do not typically encounter glucose
mimetics). They do frequently encounter mixtures of glucose
and other carbon sources. Indeed, although [GAR+] provided1088 Cell 158, 1083–1093, August 28, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.no growth advantage in any pure carbon source we tested, it
provided a substantial benefit in many mixed carbon sources
(Figure 5E). This advantage held true with commercially impor-
tant substrates for fermentation (e.g., molasses) and was partic-
ularly evident when [GAR+] and [gar] cells were grown in direct
competition (Figures 5F and 5G; p = 1.4 3 108). Therefore, as
discussed at length in the accompanying paper (Jarosz et al.,
2014), [GAR+] cells act as metabolic generalists, having high
fitness across a much wider range of carbon-source conditions
than [gar] cells, which are ‘‘specialists’’ for the fermentation of
glucose.
Finally, investigating additional benefits of [GAR+], we exam-
ined the long-term viability of cells in aged cultures (>2 weeks
post-saturation phase). We assessed cell density microscopi-
cally and measured viability by both plating for colony-forming
units and staining with methylene blue (Boulton et al., 1996).
Strikingly, aged cultures of [GAR+] cells had much higher viabil-
ities than those of [gar] cells (Figure 5H).
A Few Bacterial Cells Are Sufficient to Induce [GAR+]
in Individual Yeast Cells with High Efficiency
Next we asked whether the induction of [GAR+] required the
concerted action of millions of bacterial cells or could occur
through interactions with just a few. To investigate, we took
advantage of droplet microfluidics to assess the dynamics of
[GAR+] induction on a single-cell level. This technique enables
rapid andmassively parallel analysis of individual cells in millions
of microscopic growth chambers. The microdroplets we used
were formed by the encapsulation of growth medium suspended
within a biocompatible, gas-permeable fluorocarbon phase
(Ko¨ster et al., 2008). We loaded between one and three yeast
cells in such droplets (with a volume of 65 picoliters), ultimately
analyzing millions of cells (Figure 6A). The cells harbored a
constitutive fluorescent marker (mOrange) to report on cell num-
ber and an Hxt3-GFP fusion to report on prion status (Brown and
Lindquist, 2009). Droplets were incubated for various times
at 30C, and the growth of cells within them was periodically,
and rapidly, analyzed by automated microscopic examination
of the droplets as they passed through a microchannel in a
continuous fluid stream.
When the droplets were composed of nonselective glycerol
medium, both [gar] and [GAR+] cells grew at similar rates, and
to similar final culture densities, as they did in bulk culture (Fig-
ure S4). We next encapsulated cells in droplets composed of
[GAR+] selection medium (GLY + GlcN). In this medium, [GAR+]
cells grew well, but most [gar] cells underwent at most one
cell doubling—vividly demonstrating, on a single-cell level, the
extreme rapidity of glucose repression (Johnston et al., 1994).
This finding also allowed us to directly measure the rate at which
[gar] cells switch to [GAR+] per generation (see Extended
Experimental Procedures). Most of the droplets showed no
growth after 12, 24, or 48 hr in selective media, but 1 in
100,000 droplets contained cells that had grown to the same
density as [GAR+] cells. Cells in such droplets had switched
on the [GAR+] reporter (Figure 6B versus Figure 6C; see also
Extended Experimental Procedures).
Next we coencapsulated an average of three cells of an
inducing bacterium (a wild strain of Escherichia coli) with each
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Figure 5. [GAR+] Reduces Ethanol Production yet Confers Benefit to Yeast Cells
(A) Representative growth curves of [GAR+] and [gar] cells in rich medium (YPD) are indistinguishable.
(B) [GAR+] cells produce much less ethanol than isogenic [gar] cells. Representative curves are shown. Similar results were obtained with both colorimetric and
electrochemical detection.
(C) Similar effects occur in Chardonnay grape juice. Error bars represent the SD obtained from three biological replicates.
(D) [GAR+] circumvents glucose repression of other carbon sources.
(E) [GAR+] confers advantage in mixtures of glucose and other carbon sources. Error bars represent the SD from at least three independent experiments.
(F and G) Starting with equal numbers of cells, [GAR+] yeast are outcompeted by isogenic cells that do not harbor the prion in glucose alone. In contrast, [GAR+]
strongly outcompetes [gar] in a mixed carbon source environment (YP with 1.9% galactose and 0.1% glycerol in [G]; molasses in [D]). Calculated selection
coefficients (S) are noted for [GAR+] in these conditions. Error bars are the SD determined from three independent biological replicates.
(H) [GAR+] cells survive longer in aged cultures than isogenic [gar]. Cultures were grown for 3 weeks in minimal grape-must medium, and viability was judged by
the cells’ ability to export methylene blue and the formation of colony-forming units. Error bars represent the SD obtained from six biological replicates.yeast cell. This translates to an 50-fold excess of yeast cell
mass (due to the much smaller size of bacterial cells). Even at
early time points (12 hr post-encapsulation), many of the droplets
that contained both bacteria and yeast had the fluorescent signal
characteristic of [GAR+] cells. By 48 hr, 80% of such droplets
did (Figure 6D), representing an 80,000-fold increase over the
spontaneous prion-switching rate. Thus, the interaction between
an individual yeast cell and small numbers of inducing bacterial
cells is sufficient to elicit the prion with very high efficiency,
and this switch takes place rapidly, in the course of just a few
cell doublings.[GAR+] Transforms Community Dynamics in Natural
Fermentations
A natural condition in which bacteria and yeast inhabit the same
community, in the fermentation of fruits, has been widely ex-
ploited by man to produce alcoholic beverages. Because of
the economic incentives involved, the changing dynamics in
these communities have been extensively studied. We took
advantage of this knowledge base, examining the influence of
[GAR+] on the stereotyped dynamics of wine fermentations.
Such fermentations are populated by diverse microbes present
on the grapes and in the winery (with additional yeast often beingCell 158, 1083–1093, August 28, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 1089
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Figure 6. Single-Cell Dynamics of [GAR+]
Induction
(A) Schematic of microfluidic encapsulation of
single yeast and bacterial cells in droplets and
subsequent experiments.
(B–D) Scatterplots of mOrange versus GFP fluo-
rescence for106 droplets containing either [gar]
yeast, [GAR+] yeast, or [gar] yeast and E. coli
strain MG1655 (an inducing bacterium) after 48 hr
incubation.
See also Figure S4.spiked in by vintners). The microbiological ecology and physical
environment of wine fermentation are extremely dynamic and
complex. In ‘‘successful’’ fermentations, from the perspective
of man, S. cerevisiae quickly overtakes the bacteria and other
fungi naturally present on the grapes and efficiently converts
sugars (glucose and fructose) into ethanol. Several stereotyped
changes in growth conditions drive the outcome of such compe-
titions including, most classically, ethanol exposure and nutrient
depletion (Bisson et al., 2007). S. cerevisiae thrives in these
conditions, which are nonpermissive to most bacteria and
non-Saccharomyces yeasts. Given that [GAR+] cells make less
ethanol in laboratory conditions, we asked what effects [GAR+]
might have in the context of winemaking.
We started with an Italian vineyard isolate that is used in wine-
making (UCD932) and isolated isogenic [GAR+] variants onGLY+
GlcN. We used these cells to perform fermentations with an
unsulfured, unsterilized Chardonnay juice obtained from the
vineyards at the University of California, Davis. We monitored
multiple six-gallon fermentations inoculated with [GAR+] cells
andmultiple six-gallon fermentations inoculatedwith [gar] cells.
We used an inoculum of 13 106 yeast cells per ml, a cell concen-
tration standard for winemaking. The [gar] cells vigorously fer-
mented the Chardonnay juice, dominating other microbes and
converting all of the glucose and fructose into ethanol (Figure 7A;
final glucose 0.6%; final ethanol 12.7%). In contrast, the [GAR+]
fermentations displayed the characteristics typical of ‘‘arrested’’
fermentations, leaving residual sugar and producing significantly
less ethanol (Figure 7A; final glucose 3.1%; final ethanol 8.4%).
Bacteria that hadbeenpresent in theChardonnay juice flourished
in the [GAR+] fermentations (Figure 7B; estimated 108 per ml
based on microscopic examination) and even completed malo-
lactic fermentation (Figure 7C). They did not flourish in the
[gar] fermentations (Figure 7B; estimated < 105 per ml based
on microscopic examination).
Pressed grapes naturally contain a wide diversity of fungi.
Indeed, when we performed the same fermentations without
inoculating them with additional yeast cells, the S. cerevisiae
naturally present on the grapes took over the cultures and
completed the conversion of sugars into ethanol. The fact that1090 Cell 158, 1083–1093, August 28, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.these same cells did not take over the fer-
mentations inoculated with [GAR+] yeast
suggests that [GAR+] yeast may produce
factors that block the growth of these
other fungi. This would ensure that such
fungi do not participate in the dynamicsharing of ‘‘common goods’’ between inducing bacteria and
[GAR+] yeast (Hardin, 1968; Kramer and Brewer, 1984; Rankin
et al., 2007). That is, this finding suggests that [GAR+] yeast
may have a mechanism for preventing ‘‘cheaters’’ from arising
in the fermentations and stealing the profits of this prion-based
mutualism.
Advantages of [GAR+] during Wine Fermentation
We periodically sampled these fermentations throughout their
standard 3 week course. The [GAR+] fermentations continued
to be dominated by cells that retained the ability to grow on
GLY + GlcN. That is, they remained [GAR+]. Cells from [gar] fer-
mentations remained [gar]. At the end of these fermentations,
yeast cells from the [GAR+] fermentations had much higher
viability than those from the [gar] fermentations (Figure 7D),
just as we had observed in aged laboratory cultures. Investi-
gating possible explanations for this difference, we found that
[GAR+] yeast cells survived the high ethanol concentrations
characteristic of wine fermentations much better than isogenic
[gar] cells (Figure 7E).
In addition to ethanol exposure, in long-term fermentations,
yeast cells also endure starvation for amino acids and other nu-
trients (Bisson et al., 2007). To directly assess whether [GAR+]
provides an advantage against starvation we investigated a lab-
oratory strain that was auxotrophic for tryptophan. The uptake
of this amino acid is particularly dependent upon the proton
gradient created by the critical [GAR+] determinant Pma1 (Vallejo
and Serrano, 1989). Tryptophan prototrophs that also carry
partial loss-of-function mutations in Pma1 cannot grow in media
where tryptophan levels are low (Vallejo and Serrano, 1989). We
found that [GAR+] cells had a strong advantage for growth in this
condition relative to isogenic [gar] cells (Figure 7F). This finding
raises the intriguing possibility that the changes in Pma1 function
associated with [GAR+] constitute a gain of function rather than a
loss of function. In any case, they establish that in the face of
defining stresses of fermentation, the [GAR+] prion couples mi-
crobial dynamics to heritable changes in metabolic strategies.
It does so in a manner that might act to the frustration of man
but acts to the benefit of bacteria and yeast alike.
A B C
D E F
Figure 7. The Switch to [GAR+] Alters Population Dynamics and Confers Adaptive Advantages in Natural Fermentations
(A) Fermentations of natural grape juice seeded with [GAR+] yeast have a reduced fermentative yield (a composite measurement of ethanol production, CO2 loss,
and residual sugar—see Boulton et al., 1996) compared to isogenic [gar] yeast.
(B) Lees collected at the end of fermentations seededwith [GAR+] cells contain at least one-hundred-foldmore bacteria than is normally obtainedwith [gar] cells.
(C) Chromatography analysis of post-fermentation supernatant following inoculation with [gar] and [GAR+] yeast cells (see Extended Experimental Procedures).
[gar] fermentations exhibit tartaric, malic, and lactic acids, indicating completion of fermentation, whereas [GAR+] fermentations exhibit little malic acid.
(D) Yeast that acquire [GAR+] have extended viability, judged by methylene blue staining after prolonged culture and confirmed by changes in colony-forming
capacity (see Extended Experimental Procedures). Each point represents the percent of dye-permeable yeast in a field of 100 cells. Error bars represent the SD
determined from six biological replicates.
(E) [GAR+] cells are more resistant to ethanol than [gar] cells. 106 cells were incubated for 24 hr at 30C in varying starting concentrations of ethanol in SD-CSM.
Viability was judged by recovery of colony-forming units. Error bars represent the SD of six biological replicates. p values by t test: ***(p < 0.0001), **(p < 0.0005),
*(p < 0.005).
(F) [GAR+] cells have a strong growth advantage in limiting tryptophan relative to [gar] cells. Approximately 106 cells were challenged with the indicated
concentration of tryptophan in synthetic medium for 24 hr and then plated to rich medium. Colony-forming units in limiting tryptophan were compared to a
tryptophan-replete control (50 mg/ml). Error bars represent the SD obtained from three biological replicates.DISCUSSION
We have discovered a system of chemical communication by
which diverse bacteria can induce a stable, epigenetically in-
herited trait in a eukaryotic organism. This trait transforms one
of the most basic metabolic decisions a cell makes: whether to
send glucose through the respiratory chain and harvest its full
ATP-generating potential or to instead maximize the conver-
sion of glucose to ethanol through fermentation. The ability of
a chemical compound secreted into the environment to elicit
this heritable epigenetic trait represents an extreme example of
‘‘Lamarckian evolution’’ in action.
This feat is accomplished via the de novo induction of a pro-
tein-based genetic element, the prion known as [GAR+]. The
cross-kingdom chemical communication that induces [GAR+] in-
volves multiple genes that are not required for the spontaneous
induction of [GAR+] in the absence of bacteria. Given the role of
Pma1 in the maintenance of this trait, and the central importance
of this proton pump in diverse physiological processes of yeast,other features of [GAR+] biology likely remain to be uncovered. In
any case, [GAR+] creates a mutualism that benefits both partic-
ipants: bacteria gain amore hospitable growth environment, and
yeast gain both increased longevity and the ability to metabolize
a more diverse array of carbon sources.
The ability of bacteria to broadcast this prion-inducing signal
has been conserved in evolutionarily diverse species. And, as
demonstrated in the accompanying paper (Jarosz et al., 2014),
the capacity of yeast to both receive this signal and transduce
it into a new epigenetically determined metabolic state has
also been broadly conserved. These observations provide a
strong argument that the mutualism we have uncovered confers
a benefit to both organisms in the complex natural communities
they normally inhabit, ranging fromwoodlands to rotting fruit and
even to infected human patients.
It is also notable that the genetic network we found to control
the chemical induction of this epigenetic switch in yeast includes
several genes whose functions have remained elusive to date.
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has ensured that the function of every gene in this organism has
been extensively probed. Indeed, each viable yeast gene dele-
tion strain has been tested under at least 400 diverse conditions
(Hillenmeyer et al., 2008; Winzeler et al., 1999). Yet, despite the
exhaustive nature of these analyses, several of the yeast genes
that we find to be critical for the bacterial induction of [GAR+]
had no previously reported function. This finding raises the
intriguing possibility that portions of this genetic network exist
expressly for the purpose of this (and perhaps other) form of
chemical communication and social interaction.
We have previously suggested that prions provide sophisti-
cated bet-hedging strategies to diversify heritable phenotypes
and enhance survival in fluctuating environments (True and
Lindquist, 2000). An opposing view is that they are ‘‘diseases’’
of yeast, or even artifacts of laboratory culture (McGlinchey
et al., 2011; Nakayashiki et al., 2005). We recently demonstrated
that prions formed by diverse yeast proteins have adaptive
value. They are widespread in ecologically diverse wild strains
of yeast (Halfmann et al., 2012). Moreover, they change the
capacity of cells to utilize a vast array of different nutrients and
to survive many stressful environments (True and Lindquist,
2000; True et al., 2004; Halfmann et al., 2012; Suzuki et al.,
2012). They also alter colony morphology, alter the ability of cells
to invade growth substrates, and even affect physical associa-
tions in cellular communities (Halfmann et al., 2012; Holmes
et al., 2013). But perhaps no argument for the adaptive value
of these epigenetic elements is stronger than those provided
here and in the accompanying paper: a prion-based mechanism
is employed for a broadly conserved system of cross-kingdom
chemical communication that heritably transforms growth and
survival strategies in response to the selective pressures that
are inherent to life in a biological community.
In natural environments, organisms live in diverse com-
munities, enduring a fluctuating metabolic landscape and
competing with their neighbors for limited resources. In the lab,
they are generally studied in isolation and in simple, nutrient-
replete conditions. This practice was initially driven by the laud-
able goal of eliminating confounding experimental variables,
but it has left us blind to the rich biology arising from natural com-
munities. From tumor biology (Arthur et al., 2012; Dapito et al.,
2012) to metabolic disorders (Nicholson et al., 2012; Yatsunenko
et al., 2012), social interactions between bacterial and human
cells are now emerging as powerful effectors of human health.
[GAR+] provides an unprecedented example of an epigenetic
mechanism that heritably alters metabolic strategies in complex
cellular communities, but we doubt it will prove unique.EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Yeast and Bacterial Techniques
All fungi were propagated on standard laboratory media unless otherwise
specified. GLY + GlcN plates were made as previously described (Ball et al.,
1976; Brown and Lindquist, 2009; Kunz and Ball, 1977). Bacteria were grown
in LB or MRS broth prior to plating. Bacterial induction of S. cerevisiae growth
onGLY+GlcNmediumwasmeasured by plating serial dilutions of each organ-
ism in adjacent rows on solid agar plates. Growth was measured after 5 days
of incubation at 30C. Dominant-negative Hsp70 was expressed from a GPD
promoter on a plasmid marked with G418 resistance that was based on
pAG42. Loss of this plasmid was accomplished by propagation on YPD for1092 Cell 158, 1083–1093, August 28, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.75–100 generations and confirmed by loss of G418 resistance. Conditioned
media are described in the Extended Experimental Procedures. Ethanol was
measured using a colorimetric assay kit (R-Biopharm) and confirmed with a
YSI biochemistry analyzer. Competition experiments were performed using
cells that harbored LEU+ or URA+ markers and measuring the fraction of the
total cells that retained either marker during the course of the competition.
The [GAR+] status was confirmed at each sampling. Control competitions
were also performed in which cells instead carried the other marker. This did
not affect the outcome. Established reporter strains were used to measure
frequencies of [PSI+] and [MOT3+] (Alberti et al., 2009).
Microfluidics Experiments
Bacteria and yeast were loaded into microdroplets generated on devices
made with soft lithography techniques. Further details are provided in the
Extended Experimental Procedures.
Chardonnay Fermentations
Chardonnay grape juice was obtained from crushing grapes at the UCD winery.
Six-gallon fermentations were inoculated with [gar] or [GAR+] cells at 1 3 106
cells/ml. Fermentation progress was tracked via density measurements with an
Anton Parr DMA 35. Samples were taken periodically and analyzed using plating
and staining methods described in the Extended Experimental Procedures.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental information includes Extended Experimental Procedures, four
figures, and six tables and can be found with this article online at http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.cell.2014.07.025.
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